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This article is about the novel. For your film adaptation, see The Prophecy of Celestial (film). Endless Prophecies: An Adventure First EditionAuthor James RedfieldOwn StatesArea English + 34 LanguagesSeriPurpose SeriesGeneNove, Religious FictionPostShee Publishing, Hoover, AlabamaCommunity date1993Media typePrinting (hardback and
wedge)ISBN0-446-51862-XOCLC29768419Debaby to decimal813/.54 20LC Class PS3568.E3448 C45 1993sFollowed by the Tenth Prophecy: Holding the Vision of Shambala: In Search of the Eleventh Epiphany The Twelfth Prophecy of Celestin: An Adventure is a 1993 novel by James Redfield, which discusses various psychological and spiritual ideas
rooted in many ancient Eastern traditions and New Age spirituality. The protagonist takes a journey to discover and understand a series of nine spiritual insights into an ancient manuscript in Peru. The book is a first-person account of the narrator's spiritual awakening as he goes through a transitional period of his life. Summary The book discusses various
psychological and spiritual ideas that are rooted in many ancient Eastern traditions, such as how opening up to new opportunities can help the individual establish a connection with the Divine. The protagonist takes a journey to discover and understand a series of nine spiritual insights into an ancient manuscript in Peru. The book is a first-person account of
spiritual awakening. The narrator is in a transitional period of his life and begins to notice instances of synchronicity, which is the belief that coincidences matter to those who experience them. The story begins with a new call from the male narrator with an old friend, who tells him about the insights contained in a manuscript from 600 BC, which has only
recently been translated. After this meeting left him curious, he decided to go to Peru. On the plane, he meets a historian who is also interested in the manuscript. The historian explains how the world is currently undergoing a huge change of consciousness, defining how things were understood (until now) as: 1) At first people believed that the world was
governed by the forces of divinity; everything can be explained as an act of god or gods, 2) With a growing knowledge of the world caused by scientific research, people turned to men and women of science to explain life and their world, and 3) Since the problem of how to find meaning in the world cannot be solved by science, people have chosen to focus
instead on efforts to improve their lives materially, subjugate and plunder the land for their natural resources, with a hyper-emphasis on controlling economic conditions and market fluctuations. What was happening now, explained a historian, on the basis of our present conditions, it has also begun to infect our souls. We had become restless and desperate,
preparing for another fundamental change of mind to lead to the creation of a new, better world. He also discovered that powerful figures in the Peruvian government and the Catholic Church were opposed to the distribution of the material found in the manuscript. This is dramatically illustrated when police try to arrest and then shoot a historian upon his
arrival. Threats to his life forced the narrator to live nomadicly, moving from city to city in search of benevo-friendly people who would offer accommodation in exchange for more information about the manuscript and its message. While avoiding the Church and government of Peru, the narrator finds time to read from the most valuable manuscript, which
offers Insights as a series of passages. During the chase, the narrator takes a look at the real-world lessons that prepare him for each Insight in advance. Eventually, he returned to the United States after learning the first nine Insights, and promised to reveal a Tenth Insight to his audience in a short time. Insights as such are never explicitly stated to the
reader, but are instead paraphrased by action; no-show, which are inocles that are in history. It must be as it is for a short time; adding that even a partial translation of the ninth Insight is twenty pages long, written in typewrest. In the novel, the Temple of Celestial in the ruins of the Mayan civilization in Peru was where the manuscript was buried. After he
was found, the Incas re-accustomed to the abandoned towns. At one point, the Mayan reached a threshold of energy vibration level that allowed them to transition into a reality of pure spirituality. Redfield's influences recognize the work of Dr. Eric Bern, a developer of transaction analysis, and his bestseller Games People Play, as major influences on his
work. [Reference required] Publishing history, adaptations and sequentials preceded Redfield's originally self-published The Celestine Prophecy, selling 100,000 copies of the trunk of his car before Warner Books agreed to publish it. [1] Christopher Franke, a former member of Tangerine Dream, adapted the book into a musical album in 1996. [2] Since May
2005, the book has sold over 5 million copies worldwide,[3] with translations in 34 languages. A film adaptation was released in 2006. Redfield expanded the book's concept into a series that he finished in three sequels: The Tenth Insight: Conducting The Vision (1996) The Secret of Shambala: In Search of the Eleventh Insight (1999) The 12th Insight: Hour
of Decision (2011)[4] Acceptance and criticism The Book as a whole was well received by readers and spent 165 weeks on the list of best sellers in The New York Times. [5] Heavenly Prophecy also received some criticism, especially from the literary community, who point out that the plot of the story is not well developed and serves only as a tool for
delivering the author's ideas of spirituality. [the reference is necessary] James Redfield admits that although he considers the book to be a novel, his intention is to write a parable,[6] a story that illustrates a point or teach a lesson. References ^ Archived copy. Archive of the original from 2013-09-29. In 2015, CS1 was archived copy as title (link) ^ Berlin,
Michael (September 29, 2016). Celestian prophecies. Voices on the net. 1.5. Book Editing Services - Llumina Press. llumina.com. Archive of the original of 29 September 2013 Visited on 15 May 2015. 1999 thetwelfthinsight.com. Archive of the original from September 12, 2012. Retrieved May 15, 2015. The books that were originally self-erected.
google.com. Retrieved May 15, 2015. July 16, 2007 At the Wikita turnaround machine, there are quotes related to: The Celestial Prophecy Portal (1995) ISBN 0-446-67100-2 external links, and there are quotes related to: The Portal of Celestial Prophetic Novels www.celestinevision.com &lt;3&gt; 0-446-67100-2 external wikitota links have quotations related
to: Portal for Elestin Prophecy &lt;3&gt; 446-67100-2 external connections ukikothies associated with: Portal for Elestin Prophecy &lt;3&gt; 4446-67 1. 1,000 and 100 and 1,000 religious thinkers from New Age. It's presented as an adventure story, where the American hero searches peru for nine insights from a mysterious manuscript. The book is divided into
nine chapters, each focusing on one particular insight. Essentially, the adventure story allows Redfield's protagonist to move and meet different people who explain the key dogs. The forefront of prophecy outlines the spiritual beliefs of James Redfield, a religious thinker in the New Age. It's presented as an adventure story, where the American hero searches
peru for nine insights from a mysterious manuscript. The book is divided into nine chapters, each focusing on one particular insight. Essentially, the adventure story allows Redfield's protagonist to move and meet different people who explain the key dogs. This philosophy can be summarized as follows. From the dawn of time, the world was built to a spiritual
awakening that was meant to end at the end of the 20th century. People will realize that we live in a world of holy energy that we can feel and project. Instead of competing for this sacred energy, like humans historically, people will begin to experience an inner connection with divine energy and discover their ways of growth and personality Missions. This will
allow people to manipulate the flow of coincidences to guide them to their own purpose, ultimately (in the ninth insight) (see spoiler) [turning our bodies into spiritual form and merging this dimension of existence with the post-life dimension, ending the cycle of birth and death. (spoiler)]. You can read all about it on the author's website: .... According to
Redfield, this philosophy does not contradict any of the world's major religions, but rather complements them.* The important thing to take from this is that these insights are not just storylines; they are key elements of the spiritual movement in which Cherfield believes and tries to spread with this book. I'm not going to pretend I have all the answers and start
getting into this. If you find this mythlifur persuasive and obviously a lot of people do, as this book has sold bazillion copies, more power to you. Personally, I always thought christianity was mysterious and opaque enough to be compelling without messing with energy levels (which sound suspiciously like thetan levels, la Dianetics: Modern Science of Mental
Health) and other concepts of a new era. This book is far beyond my stormtrooper by area of interest; You like this, but you are not yet welcome at 20:00, given by recent guests. If you are in this, spiritually speaking, you have probably already read this and if you do not ignore my rating 1 stars and go buy it now. But if not, I have some thoughts: GoodFirst
falls away, it's not a train crash of a book, and I certainly understand why people might like it. The idea of using a travel story to discuss spirituality is not new from distant shots (for example, Inferno), but Redfield does a solid job of using his adventure story to sugarcoat what really is a series of didactic lessons. The writing is nothing special, but it's not
dripping. The best thing I can say about the book is that it was almost inexplicably read: I didn't think the adventure story was particularly compelling, and I was... unconvincingly by Mr. Redfield's spiritual insights, but I shoved myself into this book pretty quickly, and I never felt it was a slogan. The problem is, I'm not sure how much you can enjoy this book
without getting any satisfaction from the spiritual/philosophical insights redfield insists on. Celestine is filled with passages like this: I carefully looked at it. Apparently, he speaks of energy in the same sense used in the manuscript. I try to consciously build energy and deal with my control drama. Adventure history is really a secondary storyline in this book,
and passages like this are the central problems. It's a book about the philosophy of the new times. If, as a the second paragraph in this review is not really of interest you just can not recommend reading this. Just... it's not a novel. Most of the chapters/insights are more like platonic dialogue, with the protagonist discussing these concepts with a supportive
character. If you don't find these spiritual concepts fascinating, it's hard for me to think of anything you'd really like about this book. Ugly, I'm for each of them in terms of religious beliefs. But before you choose James Redfield as your spiritual Sherpa, allow me to present to you a passage that made me snrug:And our gifts, he continued, must go to those who
have given us spiritual truth. When people come into our lives at exactly the right time to give us the answers we need, we have to give them money. It's not exactly the sermon on the mountain, is it? But at least Redfield is practicing what he preaches. The last page of my edition** is a form that the reader can fill out and tear away. Among other things, he
says: Also available from James Redfield is a personalized audio cassette based on his unique interpretation of aspects of an individual's astrological data. This personalized audio cartridge aims to help you understand your specific control issues and discover your most inspired spiritual mission. Fill in the following information and mail form together with... -
No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no 1 star.*Although how this system does not invalidate Christianity effectively when the ninth insight blasts the Trinity to inflate that (see spoiler) [Jesus is Jesus, because he was able to vibrate so spectacularly, not because he is the son of God (hide spoiler)], is beyond me.**1994 Warner Books hardcover printing ...
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